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SUMMARY

An experiment has been conducted at static conditions to determine the noz-

zle internal-performance effect of throat contouring, the result of increasing

the circular-arc throat radius. Five nonaxisymmetric converging-diverging noz-

zles were tested in the static-test facility of the Langley ]6-Foot Transonic

Tunnel. Internal-performance data were recorded at nozzle pressure ratios up

to 9.0. Data are presented as internal thrust ratios, discharge coefficients,

and static-pressure distributions. Throat contouring resulted in a positive

effect on discharge coefficient but showed no significant improvement in inter-

nal thrust ratio except in cases of internal flow separation. As an illustra-

tion of the use of the data, a two-dimensional inviscid theory was applied to

the five converging-diverging nozzles. The generally good comparisons of data

with theoretical results indicate that two-dimensional inviscid theory can be

applied successfully to the prediction of two-dimensional converging-diverging

nozzle internal flow.

INTRODUCTION

Multiengine, highly maneuverable jet aircraft must operate efficiently over

a wide range of power settings and Mach numbers. Such aircraft require a pro-

pulsion exhaust-nozzle system with a variable geometry for high performance at

different throttle settings. The axisymmetric nozzle has generally been imple-

mented in the conventional multiengine jet configuration. Axisymmetric nozzles

are relatively lightweight, have high internal performance, and facilitate

integration of the nozzle with the jet engine. However, the application of an

axisymmetric nozzle system to a typical multiengine jet configuration produces

certain aircraft performance penalties, such as high aft-end drag (refs. ], 2,

and 3). The integration of multiple nozzles with the airframe results in a com-

plex aft-end flow field, a source of considerable external drag. The aft-

end drag effect is increased by the boattail "gutter" interfairing, which is

generally required between the jet engines or nozzles (ref. 4).

Investigations of the effects of nozzle design on twin-engine jet aircraft

performance (refs. 5 to ]3) indicate that a high level of nozzle performance,

without considerable aft-end drag, results from use of the nonaxisymmetric noz-

zle concept. The nonaxisymmetric nozzle geometry is more efficiently integrated

into the airframe, eliminating the boattail gutter interfairing. Installation

of the nonaxisymmetric nozzle allows design options for thrust vectoring and

thrust reversing, capabilities which improve the maneuverability and handling of

the aircraft.

Most of the experimental investigations of nonaxisymmetric nozzle per-

formance concerned the installed and isolated performance of specific nozzle

designs at realistic nozzle power settings. Recent investigations (refs. ]4

and ]5) provided detailed parametric data on some internal design geometry



variables. Such parametric investigations establish an internal-performance

data base for nozzle design optimization.

The parametric analyses included investigation of the two-dimensional

converging-diverging (2-D C-D) nozzle geometry, one of the basic nonaxisym-

metric nozzle types. However, the current 2-D C-D nozzle data base does not

include the performance effect of a systematic variation in nozzle throat con-

tour. Therefore, an experiment has been conducted to determine the effects on

internal performance of contouring the nozzle throat by varying throat radius.

Two 2-D C-D nozzles having high internal performance (ref. ] 5) were selected as

suitable geometries. Five additional nozzles of similar design were fabricated

with different throat radii. These five nozzles, which involved two different

throat radius values, were tested in the static-test facility of the Langley

]6-Foot Transonic Tunnel. Internal-performance data are presented as discharge

coefficients, internal thrust ratios, and static-pressure distributions.

A two-dimensional, inviscid computational model for the calculation of

internal nozzle flow (ref. ] 6) was applied to the five configurations. The com-

putational results are compared with the experimental data at selected experi-

mental conditions.

SYMBOLS

All forces and angles are referenced to the model center line. The cen-

ter line serves as the body axis. A detailed discussion of the data reduction

and calibration is given in reference ] 4. Extensive definitions of forces,

angles, and propulsion relationships used in this report are also discussed in

reference ] 4.
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design nozzle pressure ratio Pt, j/P_

local static pressure, Pa

jet total pressure, Pa

ambient pressure, Pa

gas constant (for ¥ = ]. 3997), 287.3 J/kg-K

nozzle circular-arc throat radius, cm

jet total temperature, K

ideal mass-flow rate, kg/sec

measured mass-flow rate, kg/sec

nozzle-throat width, ]0. ] 57 cm

axial distance measured from nozzle throat, positive downstream, cm

lateral distance from model center line, positive to left looking

upstream, cm

vertical distance measured from model center line, positive up, am

ratio of specific heats, ].3997 for air

nozzle divergence angle, deg

nozzle convergence angle, deg
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Configuration designations:

2-D C-D

A] , A2

B] , B2, B3

two-dimensional converging'diverging

low-divergence-angle 2-D C-D nozzle configurations

high-divergence-angle 2-D C-D nozzle configurations

APPARATUS AND METHODS

Static-Test Facility

The experimental investigation was conducted in the static-test facility of

the Langley ]6-Foot Transonic Tunnel. The test area is located in a room with

a high ceiling and a large, open doorway. Pressurized air is directed into and

through the nozzle model, and the resulting jet exhausts to atmospheric condi-

tions through the doorway.

The static-test facility uses the same clean, dry-air supply as that

used in the ]6-Foot Transonic Tunnel (ref. 17). The air-control system, also

similar to that of the ]6-Foot Tunnel, includes valving, filters, and a heat

exchanger for maintaining a constant stagnation temperature in the exhaust jet.

During the experiment, data were recorded on a 96-channel magnetic-tape data-

acquisition system.

Single-Engine Propulsion Simulation System

The experimental nozzles were mounted on a single-engine air-powered

nacelle model. A sketch of the nacelle model, with a typical converging-

diverging nozzle installed, is given in figure 1. For this experiment, the

body shell of the model was removed from station 0.0 to station 52.07.

An external high-pressure air system provided a continuous flow of clean,

dry air which was kept at a controlled temperature of 300 K and pressurized up

to ]0]3 kPa. The airflow entered a high-pressure plenum chamber through six

supply lines in the nozzle support system (see fig. ]). The airflow direction

was perpendicular to the model axis. The flow then discharged into a low-

pressure plenum through eight multiholed sonic nozzles, spaced equally around

the high-pressure plenum. The low-pressure plenum, which had a circular cross

section, was mounted to a force balance. This procedure minimizes forces which

result from the transfer of axial momentum as the air passes from a high-

pressure region to a low-pressure region. Two flexible metal bellows seal the

system and compensate for axial forces due to the pressurization.

The air flowed from the low-pressure plenum through a transition section,

a choke plate, and an instrumentation section to simulate exhaust-jet flow from

the nozzle exit. The same transition and instrumentation sections were used

for all five nozzle configurations tested in this investigation. The transi-

tion section provided a regular flow path from the circular low-pressure plenum

to the rectangular choke plate and instrumentation section, illustrated in



figure ]. The instrumentation section had a constant cross-sectional area

of 35.75 cm 2 with a width-to-height ratio of ].437. The geometry of the

instrumentation region was identical to the nozzle airflow entrance. All

five nozzle configurations were attached to the instrumentation section at

model station ]04.47.

Nozzle Design

Five two-dimensional converging-diverging (2-D C-D) nozzles were inves-

tigated in this experiment. Each nozzle consisted of four basic parts designed

to define the internal flow-field geometry. A typical 2-D C-D nozzle is shown

as part of the experimental apparatus in figure ]. The two upper and lower

components are designated as flaps in this report, since these components are

used to vary the nozzle geometry in realistic nozzle configurations. Two side-

walls, which are also shown in figure ], complete the nozzle internal geometry.

For all configurations in this experiment, fixed flaps and sidewalls were used.

The sidewall length was always equal to the total nozzle length.

Two converging-diverging nozzles, A] and B], were used as the baseline noz-

zle geometries in this experiment. Three nozzles, A2, B2, and B3, which were

modified from the baseline designs, were also tested. Sketches of the baseline

nozzles, photographs of all five configurations, and tables defining internal

and external geometries are given in figure 2. Both baseline configurations

had the same throat area, circular-arc throat radius, convergence angle 8, and

total nozzle length.

The baseline configurations were modified by increasing the circular-arc

throat radius while keeping all geometric parameters constant except for 8 and

e. Increasing the circular-arc radius from 0.68 cm to 2.74 cm contours the noz-

zle throat region and increases both 8 and e. For both modified configura-

tions A2 and B2, the circular-arc radius was increased to 2.74. B3, the fifth

nozzle for this investigation, was generated from B] by increasing the circular-

arc radius to 2.74 while keeping e fixed. In this case, rounding the throat

decreases @ and increases the total nozzle length. The design parameters

which varied in this experiment are presented in the following table for the

five configurations:

Parameter A] A2 B] B2 B3

Ae/At

_, cm

Md

NPR d

r c, cm
8, deg

e, deg

].09

]].56

].35

2.97

.68

20.84

].2]

].09

]].56

].35

2.97

2.74

22.33

].2]

].80

]].56

2.08

8.8]

.68

20.84

]0.85

].80

]].56

2.08

8.8]

2.74

22.33

]].24

] .80

]2.25

2.08

8.8]

2.74

20.42

]0.85
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Instrumentation

A sketch of the nozzle instrumentation section is included in figure ]. A
three-component strain-gage balance was used to measure the forces and moments
on the nacelle model and nozzle downstream of station 52.07 cm. Three rakes of
total-pressure probes were used to measure the jet total pressure at a fixed
station in the instrumentation section. A four-probe rake through the upper
surface of the instrumentation section recorded the jet total pressure; a three-
probe rake was used on the side; and a three-probe rake was used in the corner.
The jet total temperature was measured by a thermocouple which was also located
in the instrumentation section.

Internal static-pressure orifices were located on both the upper and lower
flaps and on the sidewalls for all five nozzle configurations. Three rows of
orifices were placed longitudinally along the upper and lower flaps. On both
the right and left sidewalls, a single row of orifices ran along the horizontal
center line. Sketches of the nozzle components with the pressure orifice rows
are presented in figure 3. Tables defining the locations of the orifices for
each configuration are included in the figure.

Data Reduction

Data were recorded at intervals of increasing jet total pressure. Several
repeat points were taken as the jet total pressure was decreased from the maxi-
mumlevel. At each data point, all data values were recorded simultaneously
on magnetic tape. Approximately ]] frames of data, taken at a rate of 2 frames
per second, were recorded for each data point. The averaged value of these
] ] frames of data was used in subsequent computations.

The internal thrust ratio F/F i, defined as the ratio of the actual noz-
zle thrust to the computed ideal nozzle thrust, and the discharge coefficient
Wp/Wi, the ratio of the measured mass-flow rate to ideal mass-flow rate, are the
basic nozzle performance parameters. The nozzle thrust parameter F represents
the measured balance axial force corrected for weight tares and balance interac-
tions. However, small bellows tares on axial, normal, and pitch balance compo-

nents result from a small pressure gradient between the ends of the bellows when
internal velocities are high. Bellows tares on the three balance components
also result from minor differences in the forward and aft bellows spring con-
stants when the bellows are pressurized. The magnitudes of these bellows tares
were calculated by testing calibration nozzles with known performance over a
range of normal forces and pitching moments. This procedure is described in
detail in reference ]4. The balance data were then corrected using an algorithm
similar to the balance correction procedure discussed in reference ]4.

Several measurements were used in calculating the nozzle mass flow Wp.
The pressure and temperature in the high-pressure plenum of the propulsion simu-
lation system were measured before the airflow was discharged through the eight
sonic nozzles into the low-pressure plenum (see fig. ] ). The discharge coeffi-
cients of the sonic nozzles were determined by testing circular calibration noz-
zles with known flow characteristics. The sonic-nozzle discharge coefficients



were combined with the temperatures and pressures measured in the high-pressure

plenum to determine the mass flow.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Basic Data

Basic data for each of the five nozzle configurations are presented as

nozzle internal thrust ratio F/F i and discharge coefficient Wp/W i. The data

for nozzles A] and A2, which have small divergence angles and low expansion

ratios, are given in figure 4. The data for nozzles B], B2, and B3, which have

large divergence angles and large expansion ratios, are given in figure 5. The

internal-thrust-ratio data and discharge-coefficient data are presented as func-

tions of nozzle pressure ratio.

The discharge-coefficient data in figures 4 and 5 show some variation with

nozzle geometry. However, as should be expected, Wp/W i is independent of

nozzle divergence angle and nozzle pressure ratio slnce the nozzles were choked

for all experimental data. Contouring at the nozzle throat by increasing the

circular-arc radius has a positive effect on the discharge coefficient. This

positive effect is apparent in the comparison of A2 discharge coefficients

with A] values in figure 4 and in the comparison of B2 Wp/W i values with B]

values in figure 5. Comparing B3 Wp/W i values with B] values shows a less

significant increase in discharge coefficient. Although B3 and B2 have the

same value of throat radius, the Wp/W i levels for B3 are lower than for B2.

This inconsistency in the effect of throat radius on discharge coefficient is

not fully understood.

The internal-thrust-ratio data show more variation with nozzle pressure

ratio than the discharge-coefficient data. Therefore, thrust ratio as a func-

tion of nozzle pressure ratio is used to evaluate the isolated static perform-

ance of each nozzle. In figure 4, the profiles of F/F i as a function of

nozzle pressure ratio show little difference in internal performance between

nozzles A] and A2. Both configurations have thrust-ratio data profiles which

peak near the design nozzle pressure ratio of 2.97 and gradually decrease as

nozzle pressure ratio increases. The similarity of the F/F i profiles indi-

cates that contouring the nozzle throat by increasing the throat radius has

little effect on the nozzle internal thrust ratio for the 2-D C-D nozzle with

low divergence angle.

In figure 5, the F/F i plots for the nozzles with high divergence angle

show definite variation with throat contouring below the design nozzle pressure

ratio. The thrust-ratio data have basically the same behavior for all three

nozzles B], B2, and B3. For each configuration, the value of F/F i increases

from a minimum at the lowest nozzle pressure ratios to a peak level near the

design nozzle pressure ratio of 8.8]. Each of the three configurations has the

same maximum thrust ratio. However, the level of the minimum thrust ratio at

the lower nozzle-pressure-ratio settings depends on the nozzle geometry. A com-

parison of nozzles B2 and B] shows that the minimum F/F i for nozzle B2 is

greater than the minimum value for nozzle B]. This increase in minimum thrust

ratio from B] to B2 is a major effect of throat contouring. A comparison of B3
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with B2 shows an increase in minimum F/F i from B2 to B3. For nozzle B3,
increasing the total nozzle length in addition to increasing the nozzle throat
radius results in the optimal minimum F/F i for all three high-divergence-angle
nozzles. In general, throat contouring has a favorable effect on F/F i for the
nozzles with high divergence angles at the lower nozzle pressure ratios. At
higher nozzle pressure ratios near design, throat contouring has no significant
effect on thrust ratio.

Internal Static-Pressure Distributions

The effects of throat contouring are also evident in plots of internal
local static pressure. Detailed listings of internal static-pressure data for
all five configurations are presented in tables I to V. Data are given at each
of the pressure orifice locations shown in figure 3 and span the full range of
experimental nozzle-pressure-ratio settings.

Comparisons of internal static-pressure distributions along the upper-
flap axial center line are presented in figure 6 for nozzles A] and A2, in
figure 7 for B] and B2, and in figure 8 for B] and B3. The data are presented
as local static pressure normalized by jet total pressure, P/Pt, j, and are
plotted as a function of x normalized by Ze, the distance from the nozzle
throat to nozzle exit. Only the static pressures on the upper-flap center line
are considered in this comparison, since the center-line pressures generally
reflect the basic flow trends for the five configurations. For A] and A2, the
P/Pt, j profiles vary little with nozzle pressure ratio. As a result, only
the comparison of A] and A2 at a nozzle pressure ratio of approximately 6.0
is presented in figure 6. However, for B], B2, and B3, the nozzles with high
divergence angles, the internal flow separates at the lower nozzle pressure
ratios. The separation from the nozzle wall is indicated by a sharp rise in
P/Pt, j just downstream of the nozzle throat. As a result, two cases of pres-
sure distributions are presented in figure 7, comparing B] and B2, and in fig-
ure 8, comparing B] and B3. The lower nozzle pressure ratio case, near 2.0,

illustrates P/Pt, j behavior when internal flow separation occurs. The higher
nozzle pressure ratio case, near 6.0, illustrates the pressure distribution pro-

file without separation.

When the nozzle internal flow is separated, contouring at the nozzle

throat increases the magnitude of the pressures on the divergent flap. Contour-

ing also affects the separation location. The flow for the contoured nozzle

separates upstream of the separation point for the sharper nozzle with a small

throat radius. The integrated effect of the differences in the magnitude of

the separation pressure gradient and in the separation location results in a

slight improvement in the nozzle internal performance for the contoured nozzles

B2 and B3 at low nozzle pressure ratios. This improvement for the nozzles with

separated flow was evident in the F/F i data plots in figure 5.

When the internal flow does not separate, illustrated by the P/Pt, j

plots at a nozzle pressure ratio of approximately 6.0 in figures 6, 7, and 8,

there are no large differences in the compared pressure profiles. At higher

nozzle pressure ratios, the effects of contouring occur upstream of the nozzle

throat and in the vicinity of the throat. Static pressures near the throat

8



are generally higher for the contoured nozzles than for the baseline nozzles.
However, when there is no internal flow separation, the average effect of
throat contouring on the internal static pressures is negligible. This lack
of significant effect of throat contouring for the unseparated internal flow
cases at higher nozzle pressure ratios was also evident in the F/F i profiles
in figures 4 and 5.

Static-pressure data were recorded on the flaps at three different span-
wise locations and on both the right and left sidewalls, as shown in figure 3.
On the flaps, each row of static pressures corresponded to a different value of
y/w t/'.0. On the sidewalls, the row of static pressures ran along the horizon-
tal center line. Comparing the three rows of static-pressure data for each flap
and the right and left center-line data for the sidewalls may indicate dominant
three-dimensional effects in the internal flow. Selected plots of pressure dis-
tributions along the upper and lower flaps and on the right and left sidewalls
are presented in figures 9 to ]3. In each figure, P/Pt, j along each row is
plotted as a function of X/Ze. Results for the low-divergence-angle nozzles
are given in figure 9 for A] and in figure ]0 for A2. Plots for the high-
divergence-angle nozzles are presented in two cases to show static-pressure
behavior with and without the occurrence of internal flow separation. Data for
B] are given in figure ]] ; B2 data are given in figure ]2; and B3 data are given
in figure ] 3.

At a nozzle pressure ratio near 6.0, nozzles A] and A2 show almost no
variation in P/Pt, j across the flaps or along the sidewalls. The static-
pressure distributions are independent of spanwise location, which indicates
that the flow is essentially two-dimensional for the low-divergence-angle
nozzles. The most pronounced three-dimensional effect in the static-pressure
profiles is evident in figure ]] for the high-divergence-angle nozzle B]. When
the internal flow is separated at a nozzle pressure ratio near 2.0, the combi-
nation of the sharp nozzle throat and the high divergence angle results in
considerable variation in P/Pt,_ across the flaps. This variation in static
pressure with spanwise location zs not apparent in the high nozzle-pressure-
ratio unseparated case in figure ]]. Nozzles B2 and B3 show a similar three-
dimensional effect for the separated cases, although the magnitude of the span-
wise variation in P/Pt, i are smaller than for configuration B]. As discussed
for B], the three-dimensional effect in B2 and B3 is no longer evident when the
internal flow remains attached. Thus, the internal flow for all five 2-D C-D
nozzles is predominantly two-dimensional, with three-dimensional effects appar-
ent in the static-pressure data only in the case of internal flow separation at
low nozzle pressure ratios.

Comparison of Experimental Data With Two-Dimensional

Inviscid Theory

A two-dimensional inviscid computational model was applied to each of the
five 2-D C-D nozzle configurations. The theoretical results, in the form of
internal thrust ratios and static-pressure distributions, were then compared
with the experimental data. The comparisons of theory and experimental data
give insight into the internal flow-field behavior and illustrate both the



application of the experimental data to theory evaluation and the application

of computational models in assessing the internal performance of nozzle designs.

Since the experimental data exhibit essentially two-dimensional behavior,

the two-dimensional, inviscid, time-dependent theory of Cline (ref. ] 6) was used

for nozzle performance predictions. The theory applies the two-dimensional,

inviscid Euler equations to the calculation of internal nozzle flow and exhaust

jet for (x)nverging, converging-diverging, and wedge-plug nozzle geometries.

Shock effects are modeled using a "shock-smearing" technique which incorporates

an explicit artificial viscosity. Earlier application of the inviscid theory

to a nonaxisymmetric wedge nozzle showed good agreement of data and theory in

internal flow regions (ref. ]8).

Comparisons of theoretical internal thrust ratio with the experimental

F/F i results are given in figure ] 4 for nozzles A] and A2 and in figure ]5

for B], B2, and B3. The theoretical thrust ratio was calculated from the

two-dimensional inviscid gross thrust normalized by a theoretical ideal gross

thrust. The theoretical ideal thrust was computed from the geometric ideal

mass flow necessary for complete expansion to ambient pressure. No experi-

mental data were used in the computation of the theoretical ideal thrust ratio.

(Note that the experimental values of F/F i can be referred to the theoretical

ideal thrust by multiplying the theoretical result by the experimental discharge

coefficient. )

The theoretical results were calculated for nozzle pressure ratios of 2.97

to 9.0. The theory was not applied to lower nozzle pressure ratios with known

internal flow separation since the inviscid theory is inadequate for modeling

the viscous effects of separated flow regions. The comparison of theoretical

internal thrust ratio with the F/F i data is optimal near design conditions.

The theory matches the F/F i data peaks except for nozzles A2 and B2; in these

cases, the theoretical results are higher than the data values.

To assess the general effect of throat contouring on internal thrust ratio,

the theoretical analysis was expanded to include two additional values of throat

radius, ]. 37 cm and 2.05 cm. The inviscid theory was applied to four addi-

tional nozzle geometries which incorporated the new throat radii. Two of the

modified geometries were based on the low-divergence-angle baseline nozzle A] ;

the other two were based on the high-divergence-angle baseline nozzle B].

The effect of throat contouring on internal thrust ratio is presented in

figure ]6. Experimental and theoretical internal thrust ratios are presented

as a function of the nozzle throat radius. Results are presented in separate

cases for the low-divergence-angle nozzles and for the high-divergence-angle

nozzles. In each case, theoretical results are presented for throat radii of

0.68, ].37, 2.05, and 2.74. The theory was applied only at the design nozzle

pressure ratio of 2.97 for the low-divergence-angle nozzles and 8.8] for the

high-divergence-angle nozzles. These F/F i data are presented only for the

experimental throat radii of 0.68 and 2.74. Results are presented for both

nozzles B2 and B3 in the high-divergence-angle case.

The experimental data show almost no variation in F/F i with throat

radius. The theoretical results, however, show some changes in thrust ratio

]0



as throat radius increases. As discussed previously and shown in figures ]4
and ]5, thrust ratios for the contoured nozzles A2 and B2 were generally higher
than the data over the full nozzle-pressure-ratio range. Thus, variations
observed at design conditions in figure ]6 are probably due to inviscid limi-
tations of the theory. Small changes in the theoretical internal thrust ratio
with throat radius may be attributed to the theory rather than to the effect of
throat radius. In general, both the experimental and theoretical results indi-
cate that throat radius, and therefore throat contouring, has no significant
effect on internal thrust ratio.

Figures ]7 and ]8 present comparisons of experimental and theoretical
P/Pt, j along the upper-flap center line for A] and A2. Figures ]9, 20, and 2]
present the same data-theory comparisons for B], B2, and B3. The theory was
applied only at design conditions, when the internal flow was not separated,
while the data represented four cases of nozzle-pressure-ratio settings. The
theoretical static-pressure distributions follow the basic flow trends in the
data, matching the static-pressure highs and lows. Poor data-theory agreement
generally occurs in the vicinity of the nozzle throat and is due to the inviscid
limitations of the theory.

In figures 22 to 26, for each of the five configurations, the theoretical
static pressures along the center line of the nozzle interior are compared
with the data on the left sidewall center line. The theory was again applied
at design conditions; the experimental data are shown at four values of nozzle
pressure ratio. The data-theory agreement is generally good, with poorest com-
parisons downstream of the nozzle throat, as discussed previously. The good
agreement of theoretical P/Pt, j profiles along the interior center line with
sidewall data emphasizes the predominantly two-dimensional nature of the nozzle
internal flow for all five configurations. The overall good agreement between
theory and experimental data in regions without separated flow indicates that the
two-dimensional, inviscid, time-dependent theory may be successfully applied to
the 2-D C-D nozzle geometry for internal flow prediction.

CONCLUDINGREMARKS

An experiment has been conducted to determine the internal-performance
effect of throat contouring by increasing the circular-arc throat radius of
nonaxislnmnetric converging-diverging nozzles. Five two-dimensional converging-
diverging nozzles were tested at static conditions in the static-test facility
of the Langley ]6-Foot Transonic Tunnel. Internal-performance data were
recorded for a range of nozzle pressure ratios up to 9.0. Data are presented
as internal thrust ratios, discharge coefficients, and static-pressure distri-
butions. Comparing internal-performance data for the five nozzles shows that
throat contouring results in improved values of discharge coefficient but has
no significant advantage in internal thrust ratio except at nozzle operating
conditions where internal flow separation occurs.

The internal flow for each of the nozzle geometries is predominantly
two-dimensional, except in regions of separated flow. As a result, a two-
dimensional, inviscid, time-dependent computational model was applied to each

]]



configuration. The favorable comparison of the theoretical results with the
static-test data illustrates the successful application of two-dimensional
inviscid theory to the prediction of internal flow characteristics of two-
dimensional converging-diverging nozzles.

Langley Research Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Hampton, VA 23665
July 2, ] 980
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TABLE IV.- RATIO OF INTERNAL STATIC PRESSURE TO JET TOTAL PRESSURE FOR NOZZLE B2

Point Pt.j/p_

! 1,_b
2._7

3 2.qB

5 3.q_

b _.dO

7 _,88

5,38

9 5,8R

10 6.35

11 6.83

I_ 7.31

I_ 7.79

I_ 8.5_

IB 8.73

(a) Upper-flap static pressure P/Pt, j

y/w/2.0 = 0.0

x/Z
e

-.2U9 ..09q .011 .077 .IU3 .286 .a29 ._0 .736 .890

.78d .578 ._30

.781 .57_ .a2_

.783 ._77 ._2d

.783 .577 ._2_

.783 ,578 _2_

.783 .577 .,2_
,783 ,578 ._2d

.783 .578 ._25

.783 .B77 ._23

,783 .577 _23

.78d ,877 ._2d

.782 .57_ ._2_

.785 ,_78 ._2_

.783 .578 ._2_

.783 ,57_ ._23

,_lq ,28Q ,317 ,d52 _d63 .d71 ,_82

,31q ,289 ,2bb ,225 ,_1 .]86 .388

.320 .2gO .2bb ,22_ p]Rg ._|g mini

._lg .2gO .267 .228 e188 .ldg .275

.]18 .2gO ,_86 .223 ,t88 ,Id7 .21d
,31_ ,2_0 ,265 o22_ eI_8 ,Id7 ,126

.318 .288 .265 .223 _188 .1_7 .l_b

.31_ ,288 ,265 ,223 eIR8 .1_7 .1_6

.317 .288 .265 .222 _IA7 .ld7 .l_b

,31_ ,288 .pb5 .223 ,187 .1_8 ,126

.318 .288 .265 .223 _1_7 .1_8 .126

,_1_ ,E88 ,265 ,222 _IR? .1d8 ,127
,_18 .288 .265 .222 ,1_7 .Id7 ,127

.317 .288 .265 .222 _lRb .t_7 .t2b

.317 .288 .265 .222 .IR6 ,1d7 .12b

Point

1

2
$

u

6

7

q

13

_5

Pt.j/P_

2._7
2.g_

3.d2

d.8_

5.38
5.8R

6.]fi

b,R3
7.31

7.7g

_,73

y/w/2.0 = 0.450

x/Z e

•,,_Og .,, ogg .011 ,077 .Id_ ,28_ ,_2g .¢3_0 ,7_b ,8gO

,787 ,568 ._20 .326

,78a ,568 .a22 .327

.786 ,5bq .a22 ,327

,787 ,588 ._20 ,_27

,78b ,588 ,d20 .3_5
.787 .BOB .U20 .326

,785 ,_b8 ,_20 ,326

,78b ,58_ ._20 .3_6

.786 ,_bb ._20 ,_2b

,78b ,5bh ,_20 ,32b

,788 ,_b_ .a_O ,_26

,787 ,_87 .a20 ,3_

.787 ,568 ._20 ,326

.788 ._b7 .a21 .3_b

,788 ,587 ,_21 ._28

.290 .28b ,d_8 _60 .dbg

.291 .258 .226 t_O .385

.292 .258 ,22b _I_8 ,318

.292 .258 .225 tI_8 .1_7
,291 ,258 .225 e1_7 ,ldb

,291 ,257 ,225 elR7 .1d8
,291 ._57 .225 ,t_7 ,I_b

,291 ,258 ,22_ _t_7 ,ld6

.291 .255 .22d _I87 ,1_6
,291 .255 ..22_ ,I_7 ,1d6

,_91 .255 .22d p187 .1_6

.292 ,255 .22d t1_7 ,lab

.291 .255 .223 .1_7 ,1d6

.292 .255 .223 eI_7 ,ldb

.2q2 .255 .223 .1_7 ,ld6

._82

.388

,_2E
.E75

.21!

.IE3

.123

.123

.lEd

,lEd

.12d

.1"2_

Point

I

2

3

II

7

A

q
1o

13

Pt.J/P_

1,qb
2,_7

2,g5

3,d2

3,gd

_,_0

a,8_

5,3_

5,8a

_,35

8,83

7,31

7,7q

8,5_

8.73

y/w_2.0 = 0.875

x/_e

=.20Q ..ogq .nlt .n77 .IQ3 .280 ,_2g .5_0 .736 .SqO

,788

,788

,7gO

,TgO

,787

,787

,787

,788

,7_7

,788

,787

.787

.7B7

,7_8

,788

,583 .aOO ,331 ,S02

,583 ,a05 ,32q ,_01

.582 ,_03 ,_28 ,30!
,582 ._03 ,3_8 ,300

.58_ ._03 .32q .2gg

.582 _"03 .3_q .2gq

,582 ._0_ .37Q .2q8

,583 ._I:12 ._2q ,_q

.583 .,07 ,_2q .2gq

,58Q ._02 ._g ,_gg
.582 .,0_ .32q ,298

._83 ._02 ,3_q .298

,583 ._(i3 ,3_ ,_98

._69

,_bg

,2bg

,26g

,2bg
,270

,268

,_69

,268

,268

,2_8

,_68

.268

,26g

,2_8

,U3g
.22a

.225

.E25

.225

.225

.225

.22a

.22a

,22_

._2_

.22a

.?2U

_IRO
.!_9

,Iq0

tlqO

_18q

,1_q
.t_q
._

.t_

,_68
,37_

,306

,1d5
,l_b

,ld7

,ld7

,ld8

,Idq

,1d9

,d82

,381

,31d

,270

,187

,12a

,12a
,125

,125

,125

.125

,125

,128

.125
,I_5
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center line
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seal
bellows)
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Sta. 104.47

Seals
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nozzles exiting
radially

-Choke plate

Z probe
Instrumentation
section

Typical section ahead
of transition

<---I0.157--_

f/
pper and lower

flaps

0
Typical section in

transition section

b.\_._'_L_.'_.'-._'-_ _ . ,
.... _ I I._..fz--/oTai- pressu re
IoTaI-TemperaTure _ _ . .....

probe_ T ___ _,uu_

Typical section in instrumentation section

Figure I.- Sketch of air-powered nacelle model with typical nozzle configuration

installed. All dimensions are in centimeters unless otherwise noted.
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Configuration A1

Para mete r

Ae, c m2

At, cm 2

Ae/A t

he

h i

ht

h1

h 2

L

Le

A1

30.29

27.81

1.09

I.49

3.52

1.37

1.41

1.37

I 11.56

5.78

A2

30.29

27.81

I.09

I. 49

3,52

1.37

1.57

1.37

11.56

5.78

Parameter A1
........... $ .....

tt

L1

t 2

L3

t 4

M d

NPR d

r C

8, deg

E, deg
....

5.78

5.54

.24

.01

5.76

I

1.35 !2.97

.68

20.84

1.21

A2

5.78

4.74

1.04

.06

5.72

1.35

2.97

2.74

22.33

i. 21

(a) Configurations A1 and A2.

!........................................

Configuration A2

L-80-I 74

Figure 2.- Sketches of nonaxisymmetric converging-diverging nozzle configura-

tions showing important parameters. All dimensions are in centimeters

unless otherwise noted.
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(b) Configurations BI, B2, and B3.

Figure 2.- Concluded.
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Configurations
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[e X/[e
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i " "099

I .o11

Configuration
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[e xfl'e

5.97 -0.199

- .093

•013

.077 .077

.143 .141

.286 .279

.429 .417

I .560 .545

.737 .715
-- (Y/Wt/2.0=0.875) .890 '_ .864

(a) Flap static-pressure instrumentation.

Figure 3.- Sketches of 2-D C-D nozzle components showing internal static-pressure

orifice locations. All dimensions are in centimeters unless otherwise noted,
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(b) Sidewall static-pressure instrumentation.

Figure 3.- Concluded,
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Figure 4.- Variation of nozzle internal thrust ratio and discharge coefficient
with nozzle pressure ratio for 2-D C-D nozzles with low divergence angle.
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Figure 5.- Variation of internal thrust ratio and discharge coefficient with

nozzle pressure ratio for 2-D C-D nozzles with high divergence angle.
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C0nfigu ration

C) A1 at Pt,j/poo - 5.97

[] A2 at Pt, j/poo = 5.84

.6

P/Pt, j

.5

Figure 6.- Comparison of internal static-pressure distributions along
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Figure 9.- Internal static-pressure distributions for nozzle A1 at Pt,j/P_ = 5.97.
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Figure 9.- Continued.
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Figure 18.- Comparison of theoretical and experimental static-pressure

distributions on upper-flap center line for nozzle A2.
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Figure 19.- Comparison of theoretical and experimental static-pressure
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Figure 20.- Comparison of theoretical and experimental static-pressure

distributions on upper-flap center line for nozzle B2.
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for nozzle A2.
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Figure 24.- Comparison of theoretical center-line static-pressure distributions
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Figure 25.- Comparison of theoretical center-line static-pressure distributions

with experimental static-pressure distributions on left sidewall center line

for nozzle B2.
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